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Spring Ball To Be
Early This Year
by Celine Vachon
Tomorrow night, the AS Social Com
mittee will host the annual Spring Ball
from 8:00 p.m. until midnight at the
Sheraton Harbor Island East. The theme
for this year's ball is "Steppin' Out."
The bids have been on sale since Mon
day, February 15, and are selling for $25.
The cost of the bid includes admission to
the dance, cocktails and des hor d'ouvres.
Dinner is not being served to keep the
price of the bids low, as well as to allow
couples the opportunity to choose their
preferred place of dining.
"It's going to be a really fun event at a
beautiful hotel," stated Daron Watts, AS
Social Chairman.
Music will be provided by The Cat
Tracks as well as from a DJ from Sunset
Mobile Music. Cat Tracks played last
year's Homecoming. "USD students
seemed to like their music, so we've de
cided to use them again," explained Estella
«

Lopez, assistant A.S social chairman.
Sunset Mobile Music was also used
previously in this year's Homecoming.
Unlike past Spring Balls, which usually
take place after Easter, this year's ball falls
earlier in the semester. The committee
has planned formals later in the semester.
Also, because of the early date, the com
mittee expects more participation. Ac
cording to Kevin Rapp, AS President,
"Associated Students also wanted to split
up the big events of the semester. The
boat cruise was in February, Spring Ball
and the Alarm in March, and the Col
legiate Classic in April."
The members in charge of the commit
tee for the Spring Ball include Watts,
Lopez, and Linda Murray, event chair
man.
The Spring Ball is the second of two for
mals sponsored annually by the AS Social
Committee. The other event was
Homecoming which took place in
November.

Proposal On WBG's
Presented To AS Senate
By Mary A. Smigielski
News Editor
Last Thursday, Craig Carlson, secretary
of student organizations and chairman of
the committee appointed to look into the
activities of the WBG's, presented to AS
Senate a four-point recommendation from
the committee regarding the future of the
WBG's. It was amended and passed.
The special - executive committee had
been appointed by AS President Kevin
Rapp on February 11 to address the ques
tion of the WBG's violation of their con
stitution as well as possible violations of
the Title IX sex discrimination statute and
allegations of hazing.
First, the WBG's are on probation for
the remainder of the Spring semester for
violation of their organizations constitu
tion. Because the administration approved
the WBG's Redshirt Week, only their
voting privileges in ICC are suspended.
Programming privileges remain.
Second, if, after this semester, the
WBG's have not reorganized their
organization to be consistent and in ac-

cordance of Title IX, AS policies concern
ing clubs, USD regulations, as well as
Panhellenic regulations regarding local
sororities, their constitution will be
suspended with loss of all privileges. The
AS Senate will make this determination
based on the recommendation of student
court.
Third, any other club found in violation
of Title IX will need to reorganize to be in
accordance with this federal law. If, by the
beginning of Fall, 1988, they have not,
their constitutions will be suspended with
a complete loss of privileges.
Finally, it was recommended that the
administration investigate any allegations
of hazing made against any AS recognized
organization.
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Dean Selection Continues
by Monica Sanchez
The Dean Search Committee last week
drew one step closer to the selection of a
new Dean of Arts and Sciences.
Today the members of the Dean Search
Committee will turn in their ballots and
evaluation forms, completing the last step
of the week-long interview process.
The candidates for the position are, in
order of interviews, Dr. Gary Marotta,
University Dean, Long Island University;
Dr. Carol A. Baker, Acting Dean USD;
and Dr. Jean Owens Schaefer, Assistant
to the President for Planning and
Associate Dean, College of Arts and
Sciences University of Wyoming.
The candidates for the position under
went a lengthy interview schedule,
meeting with the heads of the different
colleges and schools at USD and then
with various students and faculty at an
open meeting.
On Saturday March 5 the full commit
tee will meet at 9:00 a.m. to decide on the
most qualified candidate to fill the posi
tion.
Several of the interviewers who cared to
remain anonymous, said that Dr. Marotta
was the most impressive candidate. "He
(Dr. Marotta) has good visions for the
future of USD," stated one of the sources.
Some of these plans include increasing the
amount of faculty research done at school
to keep them (the faculty) motivated.
The interviewers did not share the same
enthusiasm towards acting dean Carol

Baker. According to one, "she could pro
bably do the job, but you need someone
who would make herself noticed." The en
thusiasm Marotta had was lacking in her
interviews. Another source said "she
(Baker) didn't sound gung-ho or really ex
cited."
The final interview, that of Dr.
Schaefer, took place on Monday,
February 29. According to interviewers
"she is soft-spoken but she really knows
what she's talking about." One thing that
worried some, however, was that she
seemed to lack long-term goals. It was
hard to compare her to Marotta, they
said, because while the latter focused on
long-term goals, Schaefer seemed very
capable for the present.
Dr. Larry Hinman, head of the
philosophy department, chairs the Dean
Search Committee. This committee is
composed of Dr. Joe Colombo, Dr. Iris
Engstrand, Fr. Ron Pachence, Dr. Don
Peterson, Dr. Mary Quinn, Dr. John
Valois, AS Secretary of Academics, Holly
Coonrad, Sr. Sally Furay vice-president
and provost, and Mrs. Patricia Greenfield,
graduate student representative.
Members of the expanded search com
mittee, who participated during the inter
view and recommendation stage, are:
Michael Bonte-Friedheim, Junior Senator;
Senior Senators Bob Brown and Dan
Geiger; Sophomore Senators Danielle
Bittner and Elizabeth Ryan; Susan
Daudelin, Resident Assistant and Vista
co-advertising manager.

LSD Advocate Timothy Leary
Explains His Controversial Past
By Lara Smith

Inside The Vista

University of San Diego

In the early sixties, you could have
found him as a Harvard professor
doing pioneering research into the
benefits of mind altering drugs such as
psilocybin, magic mushrooms, and
LSD.
For many people it seems that
Timothy Leary legitimized drug use.
He actively studied the effects. He par
ticipated in his own experiments. In a
telephone interview last Monday, the
self-titled philosopher said, "We did it
(the drugs) ourselves."
This comes as no surprise to those
who know of Leary. He goes on to ex
plain that some members of the
research team always used the
psychedelics with the subjects; LSD
was not outlawed until 1967.
In Leary's autobiography,
Flashbacks, many of these experiments
are recounted in a very descriptive
manner. In his autobiography, Leary
explains, "Since psychedelic drugs ex
pose us to different levels of percep

tion and experience, use of them is
ultimately a philosophic enterprise,
compelling us to confront the nature
of our reality and the nature of our
fragile, subjective belief systems."
Leary perceives himself as a per
forming philosopher. He believes that
philosophy isn't something one
teaches; rather, it is inventing things
and figuring them out. That's exactly
why he emphasizes the word "per
form." Psychedelics, to Leary are
capable of bringing on a philosophic
state.
He believes that the importance of
philosophy lies in improving one's
thinking.
How does Leary view colleges and
universities today? "In the 80's,
they're institutions of conformity
again, but most of the faculty are
more liberal than the students," said
Leary.
However, he is in favor of the "yup
pies;" he is also supportive of in
dividuals doing things for themselves

and for their own further develop
ment.
One of the slogans that he coined as
a tactic for increasing intelligence
among individuals was "Turn on,
Tune in, and Drop Out." By "turn
on," Leary meant becoming sensitive
to the many levels of consciousness
(drugs were a way of accomplishing
this). "Tune in" meant expressing
your new internal perspectives, and
"drop out" concentrated on selfreliance, individuality and change.
The change, Leary believes, has to
come from a "systematic way of tak
ing notes and expressing it (the
psychedelic experience.)" It then in
volves reorganizing daily behavior.
Leary maintains that a whole new
art developed, based on the
psychedelic experience, which can be
communicated, he believes, in
cybernetic form. This is illustrated in,
among other things, modern art, laser
art, and the music of Jimi Hendrix.

Continued on page 3
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Leaders To Come

by Gerald McCloud
Assistant News Editor

In you have ever wondered how great
leaders reach high-level positions, consider
the new program offered at USD.
The Emerging Leadership Program is a
program geared to help incoming
freshmen learn valuable leadership skills.
It is an offshoot of the Leadership
Development Program. Its goals are
cognitive, behavioral, and achieving pro
per attitude.
The program, according to its manual
was deemed necessary for two reasons: (1)
it will provide USD's numerous student
organizations and groups with competent
effective leadership resulting in the
enhanced development of those organiza
tions; (2) it relates directly to USD's goal
of developing ethical, value-grounded
leaders for the campus and society. USD
administrators believe "leadership is a
complex phenomenon, inescapably con
nected to a person's overall human
development."
According to Kandy Mink, assistant
director of student activities, "The pro
gram is open to incoming freshmen start
ing in fall 1987. It is an attempt to retain
candidates for four years to establish a
bond between the university and the
students."
The program, as stated above, has three
dimensions. The cognitive goal is that the
student will come to an understanding of
leadership concepts. The behavioral goal
teaches students "to do" leadership
through behavior modification. This in

cludes having involved students join
organizations and, in subsequent years,
encourage them to continue their involve
ment in these organizations and perhaps
run for student government. The "at
titude" goal means students will continue
their commitment to leadership on cam
pus and in society.
During the program interested students
must participate in two 18 hour sessions
offered weekly from September through
April and headed by Kandy Mink, Bob
Fink, resident director, Val Pearson, direc
tor of student activities, Tom Cpsgrove,
associate dean of student affairs, and Sr.
Schmeling, USD special projects coor
dinator.
The program is open to 100 incoming
freshman applicants each year. This year
100 students expressed interest. 65 began
the program, presently only 30 remain.
The reason for the decline in participa
tion is, according to Kandy Mink, "mostly
due to schedule conflicts." Because the
meetings are Tuesdays at 4:30 p.m. some
students interested in the program are
unable to continue because a class may oc
cupy or run into time slots.
Resulting from this, students are unable
to accomodate the program into their
agenda each semester due to schedule con
flicts. Other factors enter into whether or
not a student continues. Students may
just be reluctant and decide the program is
not for them, states Mink.
If the student decides the program is for
him, or her, there are two routes to be

Continued on page 3
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Award Winning Officer
Part Of USD Security
by Karen Gorey

"A gun is a thing of last resort,"
states Security Officer Roman
Keating, who retired from the
Chicago Police Force after 20 years of
service.
In 1985 Officer Keating visited San
Diego with his family to see his oldest
son graduate from the Marine Corp
Recruiting Depot and fell in love with
the city. After 20 years of service on
the Chicago Police Force, Keating was
ready for a change.
They had lived 19 years in the same
house in the city, but, hard as it was
to leave, in July of 1986, he and his
family came West permanently.
San Diego is quite a change for Of
ficer Keating. He said that on a
regular day in Chicago he made three
to four arrests a day ranging from
disorderly conduct to agravated bat
tery. This included shootings,
beatings, and robberies.
He spent his last seven years in
Chicago as a patrol officer in the
Youth Division. This division
specializies in crimes within schools
and juvenile offenders.
During his tenure on the Chicago
Police Force, Officer Keating was
named Police Officer of the Year, was
twice named Police Officer of the
Month, and received 45 honorable
mentions.
Officer Keating says he loves his
post-retirement job at USD. He likes
the college atmosphere and says the

Security guard Roman Keatings.
kids are "polite, congenial, and friend
ly." He works with 25 others in the
security department. His duties are
largely service related, involving the
safety of students, protection of pro
perty, first aid, and the transport of
sick and injured people to and from
the hospital.
One of the funniest things that hap
pened to him at USD was the follow
ing: "I helped a guy get his keys out of
his car, and when I was done he tried
to slip me $10. I said 'where are you
from? Chicago?' Sure enough he was!"
In fact, he lived within a mile of
Keatings' old house in the city.
Officer Roman Keating has taken
his retirement from one of the
toughest police forces in the country,
and is spending it helping people
again. He is continuing a tradition
that he has upheld for most of his life:
"To protect and serve."

S:ENIOR R
IVETREAT S
OIGN-UPS

When: Monday, March 7
Where: UC Box Office
"Imagine" Camp Stevens
Julian, California

How Much: only $5

First come, first serve!
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USD Courtyard
Grille Examined
by Jennifer Aye

If Grille patrons have noticed there are
fewer toppings on their pizzas, it is because
USD Food Service is becoming stricter in
regulating the cheese on pizzas, meatball
sandwiches, etc.
A new cheese is being used. It is denser
and therefore covers less space. Doug
Garner, manager of food service's cash
operations, maintains that "there haven't
been any real changes, just enforcements.
Food service employees have not followed
procedures they should've followed all
along." Every item is carefully weighed
before it moves toward production as a
means of cost effectiveness.
One can expect to find exactly 18 pieces
of pepperoni on a small 10-inch pizza con
sisting of six slices. Thus, each slice should
contain exactly three pieces of pepperoni.
Consumers may find a medium 14-inch
pizza with approximately 4.5 pieces of pep
peroni per slice. The large 16-inch size
should have 6.5 pieces of pepperoni for
every slice, if portioned in eight slices.

The student who opts for the individual
8-inch size pepperoni pizza, however, can
expect to find less pieces of pepperoni on
its four slices.
As for cheese, a small pizza contains 21/2
ounces, a medium has 4 3/4 ounces, and a
large has 7 ounces. A medium pizza from
NYPD has 6 ounces of cheese and its large
pizza has 12 ounces of cheese.
Garner insists pricing is competitive.
"We're virtually the same as whatever
commercial pizza chain in the price and
things. We're not making any great deal of
money."
A large pizza from NYPD will save a stu
dent $1.31 and NYPD offers free delivery.
Food service does not.
A further question remains. Is a food
service pizza quicker than ordering out?
On a particularly busy evening two
employees indicated they were swamped
and would have to close pizza down for 15
to 20 minutes in order to catch up. "This
is nothing," said one of them. "Wait 'til
later on this evening. We sometimes have

Large

Pepperoni Pizzas

Medium

$10.00
= $9.95E
$9.00
= $9.20 =

$8.00

p$8.80z=

;$8.46 =
$7.50

$7.00

$6.80:::

$6.00

$6.46

NYPD

Mission Valley

to close for about half-an-hour." Students
can wait anywhere from 15 to 45 minutes
for a pizza. Commercial companies will
promise delivery within 30-45 minutes or
pick-up in about 15-20.
One noted advantage of ordering a pizza
from USD concerns students with food
service meal plans. It provides a means to
use up meals on credit without dealing
with cash.
According to Doug Garner, there is
another advantage. He explained, "We

Hungry Lion

USD Grille

(full-time food service employees) have
been in this business for years on top of
years on top of years. We do this for a liv
ing; we're professionals." He claims that
before any new item is marketed, "a good
six months" is spent reviewing it.

LEARY

Continued from page 1
Concerning drug use in society to
day, Leary believes that the govern
ment has created the whole cocaine
controversy. In a 1983 interview,
Leary said, "Now I think cocaine is a
dumb drug ... anyone who toots that
dumb Peruvian nose candy is still do
ing something anti-establishment."
In Flashbacks, Leary . adds, "I
vigorously oppose laws prohibiting
citizens from altering their nervous
systems." he adds that he is still in
favor of the intelligent, moderate use
of drugs to intensify "aesthetic, sen
sual, emotional, intellectual and
spiritual perspectives."
His views on prisons are coming
from him being somewhat of an ex
pert. Being the controversial person
that he is, Leary has been in prison on
four continents. His American prison
experience in the 1970's involved a lot
of intellectuals, and, looking back, he
perceives the prison system as
"wonderful." Yet now, in the 80's,
they are violent because of a big
period of repression.
As for future predictions, Leary
asserts that the Cold War will end. He
has a very positive, optimistic view of
the future. He explains that this year
(1988), an entire generation of baby
boomers who have anti-military and
anti-war attitudes will all be able to
vote. He sees an' "information-age"
group of people who are going to
change things.
Timothy Leary will be "performing
philosophy" at the Belly-Up Tavern
in Solana Beach next Wednesday,
March 9.

LEADERS

from page 2

considered: a credit track or a non-credit
track. Both tracks start out as non-credit
courses called the Emerging Leadership
Program. They stress topics such as com
munication, decision making, relationship
building and maintaining, as well as a vast
majority of other topics. The credit track
is offered because USD's School of Educa
tion offers a leadership minor.
Halfway through the Emerging Leader
ship Program, interested students will be
informed about USD's leadership minor.
This will educate students on how to
receive college credit for their leadership
participation and development. If they
choose to take credit, they will be required
to enroll in Education 16, 150, 352, 151,
and six additional units from designated
elective choices.
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Victim Of Reagan's "Misrule?"
by George F. Will

Murder, Euthanasia, Or Hoax
by Charles Krauthammer
There is a doctor on the loose, in Illinois
we think, who is either a gross fabricator
or a killer. My guess is that he is a
fabricator, in which case he need not go to
jail, though he might consider a long sab
batical. The Journal of the American
Medical Association must feel he is an
honest killer, or it would not have
published his confession in its Jan. 8 issue.
The confession, an anonymous eightparagraph essayette, recounts how he (or
she) was awakened in the middle of the
night to attend to a young woman whom
he had never seen before and who was dy
ing of cancer, painfully. Patient and doc
tor exchanged exactly five words — "Let's
get this over with," said she — at which
point the doctor got 20 milligrams of mor
phine out of the nursing station and put
the patient to sleep for good, as you would
a cat. "It's over, Debbie," he writes. Sign
ed, "Name Witheld by Request."
You may think I am over-condensing. I
am not. I have skipped over (a) the first
two paragraphs which tell us how tired,
grumpy and resentful the resident is at be
ing awakened; (b) a technical description
of the patient's labored breathing; (c)
reference to a mysterious older woman
(patient's mother?) standing by, wordlessly
watching and presumably blessing the go
ings on; and (d) one line of perfunctory
self-justification ("I could not give her
health, but I could give her rest"). But my
precis captures the tone: curt, chilling, existentially chic.
Which is why I think the story, which
has caused a furor, is a fraud. Not because
it is medically improbable — though the
"alcohol drip" that the patient was sup
posedly getting for sedation is so eccentric
a treatment that a former colleague of
mine at the Massachusetts General
Hospital reports having seen it exactly
once in 14 years — but because it is moral
ly impossible. Not even the most pro
gressive euthanasia enthusiast would mer
cy kill this way. Only a psychopath would.
And psychopaths are not known for their
propensity to confess.
The essay does not even read like a con
fession. It reads like a self-conscious short
story. And when the author is found, or
more likely, when he reveals himself, he
will take to the talk shows to describe how
he made up this story to shake doctors out
of their lethargy, expose society's
hypocrisy about euthanasia, force people
to confront the issue of death with digni
ty, etc., etc.
Rubbish. Even as a piece of didactic
literature this fiction is a failure. Hard
cases make for good ethics, and this is an
easy case, so easy that, from the ethical
point of view, it reads like a parody, a quiz

of the name-six-things-wrong-with-thispicture variety. There are dilemmas about
euthansia, and this case does not present
them.
The doctor is barely awake. He does not
know the patient. He does not talk to the
patient. She does not talk to him. He in
terprets "Let's get this over with" as an in
struction to kill her. He makes no attempt
whatever to alleviate her suffering short of
killing her. (If she is vomiting continually
because of the alcohol drip, then stop the
alcohol drip, for God's sake, and try some
other kind of sedation.) He consults no
other doctor. He makes the terrible deci
sion himself. Very lonely, very heroic,
very modern. Very criminal. This is not
mercy killing. This is existential murder
dressed in surgical gown and a pretense of
compassion.
My implied criteria for "legitimate"
euthanasia, which Dr. X grossly violated,
as not made up. They come from the
Netherlands, probably the most "advanc
ed" country in the world on the question,
where case law has set boundaries for per
missible euthanasia. The Netherlands is a
place where the High Court recently over
turned the conviction of a doctor who
lethally injected a 95-year-old patient
upon her request. Where there are already
an estimated 5,000 to 8,000 cases of
euthanasia a year. Where a survey of 25
general practitioners yielded 9 mercy kill
ings in 1985 alone. But even the
Netherlands, hemlock haven, recently
found two doctors guilty of murder an
sent one to jail, because they had not
established beyond a doubt the will of the
patient. Our guy never even asked!
In the United States, Dr. X has become,
as eventually everything must in
American life, a First Amendment case. A
grand jury in Chicago has subpoenaed the
Journal for documents, including the
cover letter which would reveal who the
murderer/dissimulator is. The American
Medical Association, which publishes the
Journal, is fighting the subpoena on the
grounds that Illinois law protects editorauthor privilege. The grand jury sits in
Cook County because that is where the
Journal is published. But no one knows
where the act occurred, if it occurred at
all. So the burning questons now are:
Who has jurisdiction over the case? And
how privileged is the editor-author rela
tionship?
Perhaps this is the American way of
making something out of a bad situation:
bad editorial judgment, bad ethical lesson,
bad doctor. Maybe what we can salvage
out of this is a good First Amendment
case. And why not? Because as a murder
case — assuming this is not a hoax — this
case is too open and shut to be interesting.

WASHINGTON - Jim -Webb was
Oliver North's classmate at Annapolis, where they had a celebrated
boxing match for the 147-pound
championship of the brigade. North
won. Webb hates to lose - fights,
wars or budget battles. That is why he
resigned in protest after less than a
year as secretary of the Navy.
Departing, he enfiladed Secretary of
Defense Frank Carlucci with scathing
words to protest the Navy's $12
billion contribution to the $33 billion
contraction of the Defense budget. To
understand the controversy, begin, as
in politics one must, by distinguishing
the character of the actor from the
quality of the action.
Webb, the warrior-novelist, is
temperamentally unsuited to the
culture of government. In a brilliant
Esquire magazine essay on Webb and
North, Robert Timberg reports that
when he asked Webb why he took up
writing (his first novel, "Fields of
Fire," in 1978 was a best-seller), Webb
cited a line from an Auden poem
about Yeats: "Mad Ireland hurt you
into poetry." From his service as a
Marine officer in Vietnam, Webb,
now 42, carries shrapnel in his head,
back, kidney, left arm and left leg. He
was the man to take yonder hill.
Capitol Hill is another matter. Compromise may be man's best friend; if
you try to tell that to Webb, take
cover.
Webb is a casualty of a conservative
administration's misrule. Reagan's
deficits are strangling Reagan's
defense program, including the part
that, as recently as Cap Weinberger's
farewell ceremony, Reagan cited as a
particularly glittering accomplishment
— the 600-ship Navy. That goal now
goes aglimmering.
The number 600 should not be
treated as a talisman, but the defense
budget, and especially the Navy,
should be tailored to the nature of the
nation's security needs, not budgetary
convenience. The Navy is especially
central to recurring American controversies.
In 1794, Congress, having previously dissolved the Navy, reestablished it
as an alternative to paying perpetual
tribute to Barbary pirates. But President Jefferson, who decried "the
ruinous folly of a Navy," stopped construction, discharged every naval constructor and dismantled many ships.
Flat-bottom boats in coastal water
should, Jeffersonians thought, suffice
for a nation insulated from the world
by wide oceans.
However, in 1889, Secretary of the
Navy Benjamin Tracey, who believed
that "the sea will be the future seat of

empire," broke with past thinking in
his annual report. He emphasized not
coastal defense but command of the
sea based on battleships capable ot
defeating an enemy fleet in midocean. Shipbuilding was soon to
become the first large link between
the military and industry,
The arrival of the United States as a
world power was announced with
naval assets — with the around-theworld cruise ordered by President
Roosevelt in 1908-09, and the Big
Navy Act" of 1916 (10 battleships, 16
cruisers, 50 destroyers, 72 submarines,
14 auxiliaries, for ' a Navy second to
none"). The United States edged by
ship toward involvement in both
world wars, by arming merchantment
in 1917 and by aggressive behavior in
the North Atlantic toward German
vessels — behavior not quite compatible with neutrality.
The Navy is suited to (in John Paul
Jones' words) "go in harm's way." It is
the most flexible instrument for the
projection of power. Thus the Navy
engenders suspicion among those
who do not what power projected —
isolationists of the old sort, who
thought America was too good for the
world, and the new sort, who think
the world is too good for America,
Furthermore, U.S. Foreign policy in
this century has generally been
Eurocentric. Today the principal
threat is perceived to be at the eastern
end of the north German plain,
which is primarily the Army's problem. That problem is suited to the
systems-analysts' delight of quantifying threats and responses — so many
tanks versus so many countering
systems.
The Navy, in its substantive and
symbolic roles, expresses the nation's
sense of destiny, something hard to
express algebraically. A battleship, off
Lebanon, when fed into a computer
does not compute. An aircraft carrier
can be trivialized by excessively
abstract analysis: It costs X dollars a
day to keep it near Libya; in an operation it might deliver Y munitons,
meaning a high cost per munition.
But naval assets, being movable
menaces, have effects that are difficult
to quantify. Things difficult to quantify are inconvenient for analysts to
credit.
The evolution of the Navy exemplifies America's journey from
coastal defense to global involvement.
Many Americans remain unreconciled to that journey, so the Navy will
remain a subject of special contention, whether or not it is presided
over by a warrior like Webb.
<y ;988, Washington Post Writers Croup

Vista,AS Place Too Much Stress On Alcohol

I would like to address a concern that I
have with the Vista as well as the AS. I feel
that the newspaper and the AS em
phasizes alcohol too much. Everywhere
you look throughout the newspaper one
can find references to alcohol. USD is try
ing to emphasize its Alcohol Awareness
- policies and is being contradicted by the
Vista.

An article reported on the "Boat
Cruise" sponsored by the AS. Upon
reading the article, one would think it to
be a "Booze Cruise." The emphasis in the

article was more on the alcohol than the
boat ride. Also this event was not con
ducted in a proper manner. The AS
should have made the event a "package"
deal which included a bus ride to and from
the event instead of letting people who
have been drinking for some hours to
drive themselves as well as others back to
campus.
The AS needs to learn some social
responsibility or it may find itself and not
to mention the school with many a
lawsuit. Now we have Sam's Barstool in
forming students of the hot drinking

spots, as well as a new recipe section on
how to make your own Bacardi Daquairs
etc. ... Everywhere you turn at USD one is
faced with images of alcohol.
Greek shirts alluding to beer adver
tisements ("Cross the Border — Corona")
as well as vodka advertisements ("Absolut
— Vodka" — which is contrary to their
"dry rush" policy). The majority of
students (freshman, sophomores, and
some juniors) are under the legal age to
consume alcoholic beverages. This un
necessary over-advertising of alcohol at an
institution which is trying to educate and

make students more aware should be
seriously reviewed by the Vista staff as well
as other organizations of the AS which
contribute to this sort of solicitation.
Furthermore, AS funds go towards the
purchase of alcohol at some events. Is it
fair to all classes, when only certain people
are limited to access of the alcohol? All of
these are issues which should be con
fronted not only by the administration,
but also the students and their organiza
tions — both on an individual level as well
as a group level.

—Michael Seymour
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From The Desk
Edwin Meese III, Attorney General
of the United States, and Reagan's
long-time friend and ally, once more
is under investigation by a special pro
secutor.
This time the inquiry centers
around a memorandum from his
former personal advisor, Bob
Wallach, which suggests that Meese
sanction the bribe of Israeli officials
and thus secure their promise not to
attack a proposed $1 billion pipeline
that would allow oil shipments from
Iran to reach the Gulf of Aqaba and
safe haven without leaving to pass
through the Persian gulf.
Even though the Reagan ad
ministration rejected the proposal,
the administration has come under
fire once more thanks to Meese's in
competence.
The Attorney General's record is a
long track of unanswered questions
and cover ups. In 1981 when Meese
held a post as Reagan's counselor, Ed
win Thomas, a California friend, gave
Meese's wife a $15 thousand interestfree loan, which Meese failed to list on
a federal disclosure form. When ques
tioned, he claimed not to have recall
ed the loan. Also in the early 1980s
Meese used his influence to give
federal jobs to people who had loaned
him money or helped sell his home in
California.
Meese became Attorney General in
1985, yet his questionable activities
multiplied. The Office of Government
ethics recently accused him of failing
to list, in a 1985 disclosure form,
details on a partnership in which his
financial adviser made him an 81 per
cent profit.
In December 1986 Meese's name
surfaced again, this time in connec
tion with the Iran Contra affair.
Oliver North testified that Meese
knew both about the arms shipment
and of CIA director William Casey's
intentions to deliberately lie to Con
gress. Both allegations were denied by
Meese. However, the committee in
vestigating the affair strongly con
demned him, saying the Attorney
General failed to give sound legal ad
vice. "The president was poorly
served," by his top legal advisor, the
report says.

Meese testified, in March 1987,
before a grand jury investigating if
Wedtech Corporation received his
help in securing defense contracts,
through bribery. He later disqualified
himself from the investigation and ap
pointed independent counsel Jim
McKay to investigate his ties to
Wedtech.
McKay, in January of this year also
looked into allegations that Meese
dealt with telephone companies, even
though he owned AT&T stock. In
February 1988 Meese testified in the
Wedtech trial of his friend Lyn Nofziger. Two weeks ago the memo re
garding the oil pipeline surfaced.

As was demonstrated by the above
examples and by his persistent back
ing of judges Robert Bork and
Douglas Ginsburg despite Senate
warnings which resulted in costly
political defeats for the Reagan ad
ministration, Edwin Meese has
become a dead weight to his
Republican counterparts. His only
choice, if Reagan is to leave office with
any prestige, is to resign his post
before he is indicted as a result of his
activities.
Reagan's cabinet has been subject
to great change throughout his stay in
office. One more resignation will not
make or break the administration,
but it may increase the likelihood of
having a Republican president for the
next four years.

Monica Sanchez
Editor-in-Chief
Editor's note:
Meese is on extended leave of absence
from the University of San Diego Law
school, where he is a professor of law.

LETTER:

Student Welfare
Second To Profit
I would like to make an inquiry into the
principles of this school regarding finan
cial practices. This might seem silly,
because, USD, as we all know, is a Chris
tian institution, incapable, as it were, to
conduct itself in anything but the highest
moral traditions.
None the less, the sad fact is that
students here are being defrauded. Could
this be because the school thinks that by
virtue of its "superior educational
facilities" and the wealthy stature of so
many USD parents, it may continue to
charge against what it receives as an inexhaustable supply of student funds,
regardless of the legitimacy of the practice
or charge?
Most of the arithmatic here will be
familiar, however, my assertions will not
bore you. These examples will pertain to
on campus residents, but no doubt im
plications exist for off campus students as
well.
USD charges approximately $1700.00
per semester for the Alcala Vista Apart
ments without meals. Those of us who live
in these apartments have surely taken
note of its less than luxurious facilities,
shoddy workmanship and acute shortage
of space. However, each students' con
tribution equals about $425.00 per month
for housing, thus the Alcala Vistas cost
$1700.00 per month! Similar apartments
in San Diego, for such sub-standard hous
ing, would hardly warrent no more than
$600.00 per month. How does the school
possibly justify $1100.00 of excessive cost?
Nor is this the only example. Campus
Communications charges $2.00 per call
via the operator. I should point out that
communications also charged $2.00 for
call to the operator — a fact that is not
mentioned in the Pac-agreement. The
school incures no expense for these calls,
yet happily charges us anyway. Since I
have pointed out this long time practice,
communications in the future will sup
posedly refrain from further charges. The
question still exists; was it legal in the first
place?
Speaking of legal, take a look at your

network access charge. This charge is
about 17.9% of the total bill. You can't
miss it, its usually quite large. For exam
ple, for $140.47 worth of phone calls I
made one month, my network acess was
$25.13. What is your average phone bill?
Yes, this does seem a bit high, so I called
Pacific Bell, and after much trouble I con
tacted Sue, who handles USD billings.
Pacific Bell charges USD $4.68 (a flat fee)
per line per month regardless of usage for
network access. Assume each room has its
own line (it doesn't, as guidenced by tied
up campus lines), and split the cost among
four people and we come up with a net
work access charge of $1.15 per month per
person. That's a $24.00 profit, and
remember, communications tells us that
their profit is only derived from the one
cent per minute surcharge, and taxes are
charged to us separately. What should we
do in the face of such deceit? A class ac
tion suit to recover the irregular charges?
Clearly this school's overriding con
sideration is profit. Student's welfare and
concerns are obviously a distant second or
third. I would suggest that if the school is
so obsessed with the accumulation of
wealth, it should be engaged in an enter
prise where such usery is expected such as
a gambling casino, or, better yet, drug
dealing.

Clint Johnson
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Let's Investigate Our Student Government
by Harry Hadjian
Since I usually write for the Off-Beat
page I am constantly searching for stupid
yet humorous issues and entities to write
about that will gain a chuckle or two. Last
week I had to go no further than the front
page of the Vista and the assinine topic of a
student senate investigation into WBG
•lazing and other related violations.
I guess the main question on everyone's
minds is why. WHY? Did we run out of
important things to do already? I sure am
glad that my "representatives" are hand
ling such an important issue. It's not as if
there haven't been others...
Remember how our ever efficient senate
dropped the ball on the midterm issue and
failed the student body due to blatant in
activity and poor representation. The
issue was hot for a whole semester and all
we could muster was a weak showing at a
Faculty Senate meeting!!

Our parking and towing problems con
tinue to exist but don't worry, they've got
a committee and will be submitting a pro
posal to the Board of Trustee (that's been
going on for two years, people!). Finally,
after our pub was officially banned our
senate sat on their hands once again.
But now a real issue! The WBG's have
violated some club regulations, supposed
ly. Oh, please protect us worthy senate!!!
Protect us from those WBG's and the hor
rible crimes they have committed. Don't
worry about important issues; just please
protect us and restore justice. While your
at it, why don't you form a committee to
decide what the hor d'oeuvres will be for
Spring Ball?
Student Affairs has even jumped on the
investigation bandwagon. I can't think of
a better waste of time and energy. Maybe
spending some time on an activity that
will actually benefit the students would be

in order? Isn't that their job?
Let's face it, the allegations are shaky at
best. As far as the sex discrimination issue
goes, their constitution was passed by stu
dent court two years ago and they stated
they were a club for women only.
Something should have been done then.
As far as hazing, I don't consider carrying
around a paper goldfish as hazing. Hazing
is having to read that your Student Affairs
Dept. is actually serious about this
baloney!
Let's investigate our student senate and
Student Affairs and see what, if any, lights
are on upstairs. C'mon you guys, please do
something important! Let's look into good
old issues like library hours (that's still a
good one) or even try and solve our park
ing dilemas. But please, do something!!!
And please, get off the backs of the
WBG's. They're just a good club that pro
vides fun for it's members. Is that so bad?
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Grab The Money

period. This is an on-going program with
no set deadlines.

Information and applications for the
following scholarships are available in the
financial aid office, Serra Hall room 202.
ANNE
CATHERINE
SWANKE
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Music majors, enrolled full-time may ap
ply. Applicants must have and maintain a
3.0 GPA. Applications should be in the
form of a letter from the student stating
that the student is a music major inten
ding to develop a career in performing as a
professional and that the student has par
ticipated in at least two performances in
the previous semester. The applicant must
supply two letters of recommendation,
and must audition. Deadline to submit all
required documentation is April 29 for the
Fall 1988 semester, and November 23 for
the Spring 1989 semester.

CALIFORNIA COUNSEL OF THE
BLIND
Undergraduate or Graduate students
who are legally blind may apply. Awards
will be granted on the basis of academic
scholarship and other factors including
need. Application deadline is June 1, 1988.

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDA
TION
Second year students, enrolled full-time
that have completed at least 12 units in
their first year of college may apply. Ap
plicants must have completed one 3 unit
real-estate course, and be enrolled in at
least 12 units, 3 of which must be a realestate course. Applicants must have a
GPA of 2.5 or better, and submit a current
transcript with the application along with
a 300 word essay explaining why the appli
cant wishes to pursue a career in realestate. Deadlines to apply are June 1, 1988
and August 1, 1988.

Upcoming Events
Thursday, March 3, Senior Citizens
Outreach Orientation, 7 pm UC 103.
Friday, March 4, AS Social Spring Ball,
8 pm, Sheraton.
Saturday and Sunday, March 5-6,
Senior Citizens Outreach Weekend.
Wednesday, March 9, "The Stories," 8
pm, SLH.

The Fun Of Expanding Your
Horizons: Study Abroad
by Diana Durka
Field trips to Venice and Rome . . .
High times in Amsterdam . . . Octoberfest in Munich, Germany . . .
Lake Como in spring . . . the Venice
Carnavale . . . "The Sound of Music
tour in Salzburg, Austria . . . Skiing
Italian style in Northern Italy; tips up,
sun shining, wine flowing . . . Cafes
in Paris . . . Gambling in Monte
Carlo . . . Sunning in Spain . . .
Would you believe weekend trips? All
of these places were train rides away
for me last year, while I was studying
in Florence, Italy.
Did you even know that USD has
an affiliation with a European school
in Florence? Scuola Lorenzo
De'Medici has a faculty of Italian
teachers, and the students that attend

are from all over Europe and the
United States.
I am writing this article in order to
inform you of the opportunity of a
lifetime, that is available to you,
through foreign study.
Why did you go to college, and are
you fulfilling your goals and expecta
tions? I'll be graduating in May, and
it's hard to believe that I will have
four years of college behind me.
I cannot help feeling that "I could
have done more," perhaps more stu
dying, different classes, being more in
volved within the campus communi
tyHowever, the one event that I
would not change for any price was
my year abroad. The time in Italy

Continued on page 7

66 Mom says the
house just isnt the
same without me,
even though itk
a lot cleaner.W

U N I O N O F P A N - A S I A N COM
MUNITIES CHOLARSHIP
Undergraduate and graduate Pan Asian
refugees or immigrants, including Asian
and/or Pacific Island Ethnicities may app
ly. Applicants must be a resident of San
Diego County. Application deadline is
April 8, 1988..
DR. GEORGE MILKIE SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM
U.S. Citizens of Lebanese or other
Arabic heritage may apply. Consideration
is given to scholarship attainment, finan
cial need, character, community/campus
activities, and future promise of the appli
cant. Awards are up to $350. Applicants
must be enrolled in at least 9 units, be a
2nd year student or higher, and have com
pleted at least 30 units of credit. A GPA of
2.5 documented with official transcripts,
and 3 letters of recommendation are re
quired. Application deadlines: FallAugust 1; Spring-February 1.
THE ADVERTISING CLUB SCHOLAR
SHIP
Students majoring in marketing, adver
tising or communications may apply. Ap
plicants must have a cumulative GPA of
3.0 or above, and must have successfully
completed at least 2 years of college work
by July 1, 1988 with at least 1 more year of
full-time undergraduate training remain
ing prior to graduation. Awards are up to
$2,500. Application deadline is April 24,
1988.
ALTRUSA CLUB OF SAN DIEGO, INC.
- BUILDER GRANT PROGRAM
International women graduate students
who, upon completion of their studies,
will be returning to their home country to
enter into a field in which literacy is the
focus. Applicants must be a citizen of a
developing country in Central or South
America, Asia, the Middle East, Africa,
Polynesia or Melanesia. Also, applicants
must be enrolled full-time or be a supervis
ed research worker at an advanced level.
The grants are up to $1,000 for a one year

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone®

AW

The right choice.
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Come Sail With Us

by Solomon Rojas

The USD Sailing Club is an excellent
organization to enter. All USD students
and faculty may become members for the
astonishing low price of $30.00 for the
semester, membership entitles one to the
use of all equipment, lessons if needed,
and time on the water.
Equipment used by members includes
windsurfers — Alpha boards with Simmer
sails ranging from 54 sq. ft. to 86 sq ft.,

The Altar Boys will be rocking in the
UC tonight.

Rock Worship With
The Altar Boys
by Timothy H. Bell
Come rock worship tonight with the
Altar Boys at 9 P.M. in UC Forum A and
B.
Formed in 1982, the Altar Boys have
released four albums, the latest of which is
Against the Grain, on Frontline Records.
The band has recently opened up for
acts such as Lone Justice and Foghat to
name a few. Altar Boys music is fast and
loud with high-energy guitar work and
blasting vocals.
In concert the Altar Boys utilize every
square foot of the sound stage, regularly
giving their guitars and microphones to
front row vocalists.
Come to the UC tonight and experience
what most already know: The ALTAR
BOYS ROCK!

Competency
Examinations

The Foundations Curriculum
General Education Requirements
allow students to demonstrate com
petency by examination in the follow
ing areas (equivalent courses in paren
theses):
Written Literacy
(English 21)
Mathematics
(Mathematics 11)
Critical Reasoning
(Philosophy 1)
Foreign Languages
(3rd Semester Competency)
Students must pre-register and pay
a $25 fee per exam by Monday,
March 21. The examination dates are:
April 16: 10:00 a.m. to 12 noon —
Philosophy. 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. —
English.
April 23: 10:00 a.m. to 12 noon —
Foreign Languages. 2:00 p.m. to 4:00
p.m. — Mathematics.
Students wishing more information
should contact the Dean's Office,
Founders 114.

BE A
SUMMER COUNSELOR!

Career Corner

Catamarans — Hobie-cats from 14 ft to 18
ft, and Monohulls — holders from 12 to 20
feet.
The name of the dock is CP Sailing
Sports Marina and it is located behind the
Hilton Hotel at 1775 East Mission Bay
Drive (5 minutes from USD). Transporta
tion can be arranged for those without
any.
Sailing times are every day from 11:00
am-4:00 pm, so you can fit your sailing
time into your schedule. These hours may
be extended as the days get longer and
warmer.
Regular weekly meetings are held every
Thursday at 12:30 pm. in the Grille out
door area. Come out today, meet the rest
of the members, and make arrangements
to go sailing on the bay.

TO ALL STUDENTS: Schedule .
your calendars now to attend Career
Day on Wednesday, March 16 bet
ween 11:00 and 3:00 pm in the
University Center Forum A and B.
Over 80 employers and USD alum
ni will be present to provide informa
tion on career opportunities in such
diverse fields as accounting, financial
and business services, personnel,
retail, marketing, public relations,
education, health care, and many
more.
Career Day is an excellent oppor
tunity to expand your knowledge of
careers and renew old acquaintances
in an informal setting. Be sure to stop
by on March 16!

E X P A N D Y O U R HORIZONS; S T U D Y ABROAD

Continued from page 6

changed my life I'm sure, and it
helped me to grow in ways that were
not tapped on campus.
There are so many reasons to study
abroad, that I thought I'd answer the
most popular objections.
1. "I can't afford it."
If you can afford USD, you can af
ford to travel abroad. The tuition is
75% of USD's tuition, so it is actually
cheaper. There are many student dis
count flights to Europe as well. If you
currently receive financial aid, not to
worry, as this Will all transfer.
2. "I won't graduate on time."
I am living proof to the fallacy of
that statement. All the units will
transfer, you just need to plan ahead
and perpare your schedule.
3. "I don't speak the language."

I had never taken a lesson in Italian
before I left for Italy. The way in
which the program is organized, each
student attends Italian classes suited
for their own level, and as the student
progresses, he moves up to the next
level. If you try at all you can learn, as
you are surrounded all day by oppor
tunities to speak Italian.
If you are AT ALL interested in
learning about the program, or have
any questions about studying abroad,
come to room 104 in the UC on Mon
day, March 7, at 7:30 pm.
The Italian Club will be showing a
video that was made in Florence over
last year. I think it will give you a
good idea of what the program is like.
Remember, if you don't go now, you'll
never know what you missed.

USD Bookstore

Many positions are available.
Some include room and board.
For more information call Jeanne or
Anna at 260-4585 or come in and see us.

Manchester Executive Conference Center
Office of Continuing Education

Single Pizza Savings
$3 OFF any Large Pizza or
$2 OFF any Medium Pizza
Please mention coupon when ordering.

iXgbi
flut

Pizza Hut® Pairs

Two Medium Pan Pizzas $10.99
or Two Large Pan Pizzas $13.99

One coupon per party per occasion. Not valid with any other
Pizza Hut® offer.
Valid only at participating restaurants and
Delivery units. $15 charge on all returned
checks. Offer good through 12/31/87
Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry no
more than $20.

Pkza
*Hut

©1987 Pizza Hut, Inc.

©1987 Pizza Hut, Inc.

492-2222

492-2222
For Delivery Call:
Cash redemption value l/20e

San Diego

967-9696

North County

FROM COLOR NEGATIVES ONLY

1 2 Exp. (24 Prirtts)
24 Exp. (48 Prints)
36 Exp. (72 Prints)

Disc

Please mention coupon when ordering.

One coupon per parry per occasion. Not valid with any other
Pizza Hut® offer.
Valid only at participating restaurants and
Delivery units. $15 charge on all returned
checks. Offer good through 12/31/87
Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry no
more than $20.

LARGER 4"
DOUBLE PRINTS

For Delivery Call:
Cash redemption value l/20e

San Diego

967-9696

North County

s4.39

(30 Prints)

Up to 53% Larger!

SECOND SET FREE-EVERYDAY!
STANDARD SIZE
DOUBLE PRINTS
FROM COLOR NEGATIVES ONLY

12 Exp. (24 Prints)
24 Exp. (48 Prints)
36 Exp. (72 Prints)
Disc (30 Prints) . . .

S2.99
.

s4.99
^6.99

$3.79
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Hotel Del's Centennial Gala
Makes Party Of The Century
by Monica Hernandez
The Hotel del Coronado celebrated its 100th anniversary in an extravagant
Centennial Gala Weekend. The National Historic landmark's birthday
celebration began Friday, February 19, and continued thru Sunday, February
21.

For a charitable contribution of $5,000, a couple could spend a deluxe
weekend at the Hotel Del. The weekend commenced Friday (the hotel's actual
100th birthday) with an "extraordinary Journey Through Time" party
celebrating one hundred years of the hotel's history.
Guests wore attire from their favorite decade and traveled back through time
to see ten decades of history. Included was a "Some Like It Hot" speakeasy (the
Marilyn Monroe movie filmed at the Del) and a mini-Emerald City manned by
munchkins from the classic film "The Wizard of Oz."
Saturday's events included a celebrity tennis tournament and a harbor cruise
skippered by America's Cup winner Dennis Conner. Later that evening, guests
joined celebrities and dignitaries in The Unprecedented Ball of the Century for
a lavish eight-course dinner.
Following the ball was the Entertainment Spectacular. Superstar entertainers
such as George Burns, Dionne Warwick, Phyllis Diller, and Debbie Reynolds
performed for guests in the Grand Ballroom. Other celebrities that attended
the weekend were Glen Ford, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Merv Griffin, Donna Mills, Dick
Van Patten, and Esther Williams, to name a few.
The weekend concluded on Sunday with a grand Victorian carnival brunch
on the beach front. After the gourmet picnic lunch, a Centennial Time Cap
sule was dedicated to the year 2088, so that guests to the Hotel Del could
remember the Centennial celebration one hundred years from today.
The two million dollar party was expected to raise more than $1.5 million for
various national, regional and local charities.
The extravagant Centennial weekend of food, fun, and turn-of-the century
excitement was, in fact, the nation's party of the century.

"Relapse, Or Virtue In Danger"
Equals Past Success
by Patty Rock
Born was the idea to instill quality
classical training in young actors. The lack
of this excellence is what first prompted
Craig Noel, Executive Producer of the Old
Globe Theater, to contact USD. An
agreement was reached and "The Relapse
or Virtue in Danger," the second Old
Globe Theater/USD joint production,
came into existence.
The joint production evolves from a
new Master of the Fine Arts Program.
When Executive Producer of the Old
Globe. Noel, made known he desired to
train young actors to perform quality
classical drama, USD's Vice President and
provost Sister Sally Furay responded. Ser
ving on the Board of Directors, Sister
Furay brought USD into the ring. Thus, a
program was established to accomplish
the forespoken goal.
Eight students were selected from 150
written applications and auditions. These
students represent actors with varied ex
perience ranging from professional to
novice. All participants have obtained a

Master degree in Fine Arts and Drama. As
part of the package these lucky eight
students will perform a part in an Old
Globe Theater production this summer.
In "The Relapse," four actors were
chosen from the Students Old Globe
Company. Three others were picked from
the San Diego Community. The diversity
among the actors contributes to an at
mosphere of optimal learning and interac
tion.
The cast members have rehearsed six
weeks under professional training. It was
Director David Hay and his Ad
ministrative Assistant Sandra Halloran
who funneled the students' talents to
create a successful presentation. The
creative props and fancy costumes were set
at the time of the seventeenth century. Be
ing a Restoration comedy, the language of
Sir John Vanbrugh's "The Relapse" is rich
and the wit is quick. The audience
responded positively to the comical in
dividuality of each character. The next
production will be "Getting Married" by
George Bernard Shaw, and again will be
directed by Noel.

Cystic Fibrosis Stair Climb Is Climbing

Throughout San Diego, hundreds of
people are preparing for the challenge . . .
the challenge of participating in the 7th
Annual Stairclimb for Cystic Fibrosis.
This unique event will be held on Satur
day, March 19, 1988.

Climbers, sponsored by family, friends,
and businesses, will raise money to fight
CF . . . the #1- genetic killer of children.
With each floor they complete* climbers
will raise more funds for research. This
year CF supporters are hoping to raise
$36,000.00.
the public is encouraged to pick up
sponsor sheets as soon as possible, and
start preparing for the challenge. Sponsor
sheets are available at the nearest Square
Pan Pizza restaurant and at the Cystic
Fibrosis Office. For further information,
please call 234-5880.

FOUR ADVANCE AIR COMBAT TRAINING RANGES ordered from
Cubic Corp., San Diego, will make "Top Gun"-type air combat training
available to hundreds more U.S. Navy, U.S. Air Force, Air National Guard
and allied aircrews. The $74 million contract includes electronic ranges near
military air stations at Cherry Point, N.C., Beaufort, S.C., Homestead, Fla.,
and Gulfport, Miss. Up to 36 aircraft and their crews can fly simultaneous air
combat training missions and return to base to view an "instant replay," all
without using real weapons.

In The Professional
Arena} Outstanding
Communications Skills
Are Critical.
Earn $5-$10 hr. (Salary and Bonus) while developing
the skills that will help you reach your potential.
Flexible hours (9-30 hr. week.) Convenient location.
Call:

Pacific Group
563-2050
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Red Cross Celebrates
125th Anniversary
What nonprofit organization offers a
nutrition supplement program, transpor
tation service, CPR certification, and
disaster home preparedness courses?
The San Diego/Imperial Counties
Chapter of the American Red Cross.
March is Red Cross Month, and now is
the time to become better oriented with
Red Cross programs and services.
The Red Cross is an international
organization which operates in 171 coun
tries. Its worldwide mission is to provide a
means by which people of many countries
work together to meet human needs and
develop world understanding.
The International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) was formed 125 years
ago when Swiss traveler Henry Dunant
realized that wounded soldiers should
receive assistance no matter what their
allegiance. Dunant formed the ICRC bas
ed on the following principles: humanity,
impartiality, neutrality, independence and
voluntary service.
In 1881, Clara Barton founded the
American Red Cross. The American Red
Cross is mandated by Congress to provide
service and aid to Americans during times
of natural disaster and war, however, it
does not receive government funding for
this service. All Red Cross disaster relief
aid is an outright gift.
The San Diego/Imperial Counties
Chapter has six service centers, two bran
ches and eight military installations which

Personals
Even if it's the "N" word — we want
to hear from you! You know who you
are — we know it's a pressing issue —
WRITE!!!
OK, "Just Kirt" - No "i" no "land"
no "A." When do you return from
Jamaica, or was that London?
Whoops, sorry, ENCINITAS.
T as h
& T re —
YOU'RE
AWESOME! Kat
Dauds, Dods, Tibbs, you are inelluctably connected with the financial
conquest of this journalistic organ.

offer a variety of programs and services.
One such service is to notify military per
sonnel during a family emergency. For ex
ample, this year the San Diego/Imperial
Counties Chapter has averaged two calls
per day to military personnel, to send
messages of a birth in the family.
To help victims in times of natural
disaster and war, Red Cross disaster ser
vices staff and volunteer teams comfort
victims by providing aid for disaster-related
needs, such as food, clothing and replace
ment of prescription drugs. Since June of
1987, the local chapter has aided 481 in
dividuals from 121 disaster cases.
In addition, courses are offered to teach
such readiness skills as emergency first aid,
CPR, lifesaving and water safety. More
emphasis is being placed on health care
programs such as family health, individual
health maintenance, youth programs, and
nutrition.
To meet the demanding needs of our
everchanging community, free health
screenings, free blood pressure clinics,
transportation for the aging and disabled,
supplemental food programs, and home
nursing care are among the services pro
vided by the Red Cross.
Volunteers are what make the Red
Cross. Nearly 10,000 volunteers serve the
San Diego/Imperial counties area. For
more information on Red Cross programs,
services and volunteer needs, call the Red
Cross nearest you.

Sam's Barstool
(This article is the fifth in a series describing San Diego's finest bars)
Chances are you probably have not heard of this place. It just opened 4 months
ago in Old town and tends to get lost in the crowd of San Diego bars. But The
Barstool Master will have you know that the Guadalajara Grill is one helluva place.
Yes ... it definitely has this critic's approval.
This Mexican establishment provided The Master with several completely KILLER
drinks. Needless to say, this initial contribution captures one's attention. The
Spanish style theme works very well and also puts one in a positive mood.
But enough about this: on to the RAGING! The first drink sampled was a Long
Island Iced Tea which was a bit too strong. However, the next sampled drink was the
"Grill's" Margarita — this is simply the BEST margarita that this critic has EVER
had! No lying, if you are into margaritas, look no further than the Guadalajara Grill.
It's one fantastic drink you will never forget.
After 4 PITCHERS of these delicious liquid babies, this critic and his motley crew
of out-of-control peers felt like we were shot through a tube. Chips and Salsa were
definitely needed, and the "Grill" came through in classic fashion — providing us
with an incredible assortment of mini-burritos, tacos, and ultra-tasty quesadillas. The
Guadalajara Grill knows how to treat its customers.
There weren't that many people in this pad, but that can be attributed to it being a
LATE Saturday night. And get this — they even provided an AWESOME Mariachi
band that could play anything requested.
Leaving through the rear door (where this corroded bar traveler promptly did a
face plant) this critic and his companions headed home. On that long journey back to
the Alcala Vistas, it was realized that the Guadalajara Grill is one of the best new
bars around.
GREAT saloon, GREAT drinks! Quite a good time! On the SAME FIVE MUG
SCALE, the Guadalajara Grill scores: 4lA
Until next time, PARTY HARD, and save me a seat at the bar!

Another Look At College Trends
Your drinking habits:
• virtually never drink (41.6%)
• only on weekends (31.2%)
• two-to-five drinks per week (21.4%)
• two or more drinks per day (3.7%)

Your choice of drinks:
• beer (38.2%)
• Low proof drink, i.e., schnapps/wine cooler (20.2%)
• mixed drinks, i.e., screwdriver, Bloody Mary (19.6%)
• wine (10.2%)
• straight whiskey (5.1%)
From Hot Shot5_ Poll
IM

FRONTLINE RECORDS RECORDING ARTISTS

Way to go BLACK SHEEP in your
complete dominance Sunday!!!
*** ^

***

Thanks to the best strawberrymargarita maker at USD . . . Satunday night.
Vista's Team of the Week: LAW
SCHOOL AND FRIEND'S!!! . . .
Wait, did we spell that right?

To Place A Personal
In The Vista

Deadline — Friday at noon prior to
Thursday's publication.
It must be submitted double-spaced
typed or printed in block letters.
The Advertising Staff assumes no
responsibility for copy errors or omis
sions.

Rates

Free to the first ten USD students, staff
or faculty who submit a personal. Only
10 personals will be printed a week.
Maximum 3 lines, each 40 letters
across including spaces, any questions or
for further info, call x4714.

WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?

Sure, there are other schools. But why
settle? Kaplan helps students raise their
scores and their chances of being admit
ted into their frst-choiceschools. Fact is,
no one has helped studentsscore higher!

KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

LIVE ATU.S.D.
Thursday, March 3
University Center, Forum A & B
9 p.m.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
UNIV OF SAN DIEGO

4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117

(619) 277-6744

presented by
AS Lark/Concert Board
FREE ADMISSION
Food and Beverages Provided
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Food For Feet Chows Down
"II Trovatore" Is Truly Tragic
by Brian Costlow
Verdi's tragic opera, "II Trovatore,"
rests soley on the strength of it's music. It's
plot is a muddle and it can be a nightmare
to stage.
This does not mean, however, that the
sets, lighting, character movement and
acting can be ignored, and this is the pro
blem with the San Diego Opera Com
pany's most recent production.
The sets (or should I say set) by Ming
Cho Lee, were impressive during the first
act, and decidedly boring by the third. I
wouldn't have minded three acts, two
scenes per act, and a curtain drop at each
scene's end — if the scene, other than a
few cosmetic props, was actually changed.
The stage movement by the performers
was so uniformly clumsy, and the acting
so bad (when it existed at all) that the
blame must be laid at director Robert
Gregson's feet. I realize that the plot and
the set limited him severely, but in perfor
mance art one is judged by results not in
tentions, and Gregson didn't produce.
As I said before, though, it's the music
that makes this opera. Opening night was
standing room only as opera patrons an
ticipated an impressive display of prowress
by some performers with hefty reputa
tions. I can't say they were completely
dissappointed, but their expectations
weren't completely fulfilled either.
Jonathan Summers puts in an adaquete
performances as Count di Luna, although
the role overmatches him a bit.
Susan Dunn was for the most part ex
cellent as Leonara, but she exhibited some
strain towards the top of her range.
Jeffery Wells produced another small
gem in his performance as Ferrando (he
was one of the few bright spots in Rigoletto this season) with strong singing and a
commanding stage presence.
Dolora Zajic was the one that nearly
stole the show as Azucena, the gypsy
woman. Her voice was occasionally too
unrestrained, but was always powerful, ex
uberant and beautifully colored
throughout her performance. She was also
the only one other than Wells to
remember that opera is acting as well as
singing, making her performance all the
more memorable.
There were two totally unbelievable per
formances on Friday. One was General
Director Ian D. Campbell taking the stage
before the show to announce that
Hungarian Janos B. Nagy (Manrico)
would be replaced by Ruben Dominguez.
This supposedly would not affect the per
formance in the least.
Nagy disappeared after dress rehearsal
faster than you can say secret police.
There were rumors that he had been fired

but SD Opera maintains that he was ill.
Dominguez himself was the next bit of
unbelievability. Unbelievably bad that is.
His voice was thin, he did not project, and
he was extremely flat in the entire upper
range of the part.
On the brighter side, the chorus was ex
cellent, as was the orchestra under the
direction of Thomas Fulton. He had a few
tempo problems and some of the score
seemed to drag, but overall he conducted
masterfully.
A final word, this about the Operatext
supertitles. I have never objected to their
use before, but the translations on this
opera were the worst I have ever seen.
Some of them even caused the audience to
snicker a bit here and there. When a
tragedy elicits laughter, it's well, a real
tragedy.
Verdi's II Trovatore will be performed
again on March 4 at 8:00 pm and March 6
at 2:00 pm. For ticket information call
236-6510.

Last Thursday the AS/Lark Concert
Board brought Food For Feet and Borracho y Loco to the UC Forum. Food For
Feet is essentially Oingo Boingo without
Danny Elfman, their lead singer. Food For
Feet is made up of Johnny Vatos on the
Drums, Mike Tovar on guitar, and John
Avila on bass. I expected them to be just
what they were advertised as, that is
Oingo Boingo's own. They played
nothing like Oingo Boingo.
They covered almost every aspect of
music. They played a screaming blues tune
that left me in a state of shock for at least
five minutes. They also played some
serious ska and reggae influenced tunes.
All three members took their respective
turns putting out some very impressive
solos. The one that sticks out the most in
my mind is a mind blowing bass solo by
John Avila lasting for a good five or six
minutes with some licks that were to fast
for the eye to see or the mind to com
prehend.
They then took a break and came back

for their second set which was more im
pressive than the first. They were belting
out some serious hard rock to the few re
maining enthusiasts. Overall Food For
Feet is a very impressive band and in my
opinion is just as good as Oingo Boingo.
Opening for Food For Feet were Solano
Beach locals Borracho y Loco, which is
Spanish for drunk and crazy. B and Y can
not really be described in any language.
They are a combination of latino beat,
reggae, Red Hot Chili Pepper
outrageousness, drunken screaming,
pounding Venture's like drumming, and
punk rock. With all these options open,
they can never go wrong.
The ideal place for a B and Y show
would be somewhere between the Delta
House from Animal House and the
beaches of Hawaii. B and Y usually sell out
all their local shows, so if you ever want to
see them, go early. The only problem with
the entire production was the time. With
two bands and a starting time of 9 o'clock
on a weeknight, the crowd started to
dwindle toward the later stages of the
show. Overall the Lark and the AS can be
congratulated on a job well done.

TRIP
AS. SOCIAL PROGRAM
PRESENTS

SPRING BALL
"STEPPIN'"

O n t h e evening of f—vidai), N a r c h f o u r t h ,

Trips To take
Thu. Mar. 3, Gene Loves Jezebel
with Flesh for Lulu, Crosby Hall, Del
Mar Fairgrounds, 7:30 pm.
Thu. Mar. 3, Food For Feet with
Pray for Rain, Belly Up, 9:00 pm.
Fri. M^r. 4, Leather Nun, SDSU
Aztec Center, 8:00 pm.
Mon. Mar. 7, Dio with Megadeth,
Sports Arena, 7:30 pm,
Tue. Mdr. 8, Yes, Sports Arena,
8:00 pm.
Wed. Mar. 9, Timothy Leary, Belly
Up, 7:00 pm.

by Peter Meyes
Entertainment Editor

N i n e t e e n hundred and eightp-eight

a t t h e elegant ffiheroton j—|carbor 1 O n d -[— ast
f r o m 0 : O O p.m. until midnight
Bids: A 5.00

f

I ncLdes:
cocktails'
and
tors d oeuvres

featuring

-orma\ a t t ire

Perfect Penguin

i

TUXEDO

Dfing in this od for S7.50 off ony tux
40 stylei IO choose liom

223-2677
3740 Sports Arena Blvd.
(next to the Sports Arena)

Tke Cat T -reacts
and
Bunset Motile
Music
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Lyle Lovett Loses
by Salomon Rojas

Lyle Lovett loses
on MCA Records.

Half Pint Fills Up
by Peter Meyer
Entertainment Editor
RAS Records has scored again. This
time they have released another album by
one of Jamaica's top male vocalists, Half
Pint. RAS Records has taken Half Pint's
greatest songs from the numerous 12"
records and LPs that he has released.
The album is entitled Victory and
comes on album, cassette, and compact
disc. Lyndon Roberts, aka Half Pint, was
born in 1961 in the Waterhouse section of
Kingston, Jamaica, where he gained his
nickname from a neighbor. Half Pint has

had little exposure in America, while in
the U.K. and other European countries he
is well known in Reggae music.
The title track, "Victory" was released
over a year ago. Backed by Sly Dunbar on
drums, Robbie Shakespeare on bass and
guitar, Robbie Lynn on keyboards, and a
fabulous horn section composed of Nambo, Dean Fraser, and Chico, Half Pint is
unbeatable. "Victory" with the combined
musicianship and Half Pint's "hard hit
ting, reality lyrics" brings out a message of
hope for the oppressed peoples of the
world.
The next track on the album is "Level

Lyle Lovett is a country singer of a new
breed, as can be seen in his new album
PONTIAC. Lovett is from Texas but he
does not follow the regular cowboy tradi
tion of wearing boots and a ten gallon hat.
Instead, he sings about both the
cowboys and their broken down dreams
and the oil booms and fast times in
Houston. It is very much a wordly album
filled with as many different emotions as
there are different songs.
The diverse styles he uses include the
Texas two step, swing, waltz, rock, and
jazz rhythms. He opens up with a tuneful
country song titled "If I Had A Boat."
This, along with "Black And White," il
luminates people who lurk in the shadows
without forcing themselves into the harsh
light. In "Give Me Back My Heart," he

pushes the cowboy consciousness into a
new dimension with this upbeat western.
Several love songs include "Simple
Song" and "Love You Yesterday." They
are eloquent in their directness. "M-O-NE-Y," "L.A. County," and "She's No
Lady" are brilliant examples of rhythm
and blues type music with soulful lyrics.
Finally, he finishes off the album with a
jazzy tune called "She's Hot To Go,"
sounding much like a ragtime song.
This album will most likely appeal to
thoughtful people who consider emotions.
The typical college student will be insulted
by this tender collection of songs.
However, should one become tired of raw,
harsh sounding vibrations coming from
the beatbox and wants to impress himself
and someone special, this is a good remedy
for the ears.

The Vibes!" which went to #1 in Jamaica
last fall. Following "Level The Vibes!" is
"Come Alive." With lyrics like "a man
without a future is like a tree without
roots" Half Pint calls for an end to
lethargy of the people on issues like
unemployment and apartheid. This strong
message is backed by a funky reggae
rhythm with a melodic hook that will
have you dancing in the streets.
Other tracks on the album include
"Night Life Lady," "Cost of Living,"
"When One Was Gone," and "Mama."
The first side of the album deals mainly
with social issues while the second deals
with women and lost love. The last track
on the album is "She's Gone" but the CD

has an extra track called "I Don't Like It."
Most of the songs on this album have
made it into the top ten of Jamaican
airplay. Half Pint is so popular in Jamaica
that for the past two years in a row he has
been honored with being the final per
former at Jamaica's annual Sunsplash Reg
gae Festival in late summer. To have all
these songs in your collection individually
would be expensive and probably impossi
ble. If you could sum up Reggae in a few
phrases it would be brotherly love, rock
steady, and pass the spleef. Half Pint em
bodies these ideals in a most appealing
way so check it out, and let's hear it for the
Jamaican bobsled team that did so well in
Calgary in '88!

O p e n till 1 1 : 0 0 W e e k n i g h t s — 1 2 : 0 0 F r i cN. S;it

15% Student Discount
with USD I D.
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Ice Skating And Other
Related Suffering
by Kent Sligh
I went ice skating for the very last time
the other day. It had been so long since
the last time I skated that I had forgotten
how much I hate it.
Before I go any further I would like to
apologize to all the people I crippled that
night.
I may be the most God-awful ice skater
that was ever allowed to skate in public.
First of all I can't turn. 1 push off from the
wall and skate in a semi-straight line until
1 hit the wall on the opposite side.
As a result of this significant handicap, 1
am powerless to avoid hitting anyone who
might venture into my path. Despite my
numerous shrieks and warnings, several of
my fellow skaters were unable to clear the
way and were damaged.
Then there were several chuckle-heads
who seemed to go out of their way to get
in my way. Anyway it was the wrong way,
and the resulting cataclysm left both
myself and the chuckle-head in a bruised
heap on the hard ice.
This is not to say that I needed anyone's
assistance to injure myself, because 1 fre
quently lost control on my own accord.
When this happened I would dance
around on the ice for a few seconds in a
hopeless attempt recover my balance; then
inevitably my legs would slip out from
underneath me and I would slide across
the ice in some awkward position.
My mishaps never failed to impress the

multitude of onlookers, and I frequently
got applause.
After about an hour of skating, I notic
ed I was becoming quite an attraction.
People were poking their relations to make
sure they didn't miss my next exciting fall.
You might wonder at this point why I
found it necessary to continue skating.
The truth is that I had paid $6.50 to get
out on that damn ice, and I felt like I
would be wasting money if I left early.
Finally the manager of the skating rink
skated up to the site of my most recent
crash and offered me forty dollars if I
would leave then and promise never to
return.
He was disturbed that I was wounding
his customers, and he feared for his
business.
He reconsidered his first proposal and
offered me sixty dollars to leave after I
threatened to return every night. I wanted
one hundred dollars. We haggled and
eventually settled on eighty dollars.
When I left that evening I had a twisted
ankle and a sprained wrist, my body was
covered with bruises, and several people
had promised lawsuits.
The money the manager gave me to
leave was poor payment for the casualities
I suffered that night. I may walk with a
limp for the rest of my life.
If I never see another ice skate again it
will be too soon. In the meantime I need a
good lawyer.

Hey, You're Bleeding!
by Damon Valentino
Just the other day as blood oozed from
my index finger, I started thinking about
the variety of cuts to which our fingers are
constantly subjected.
First, there are always those incredibly
annoying paper cuts. You know the type
— unsuspectingly you reach for a stack of
xerox copies and before you know it, you
have varying sizes of Rorschach test splot
ches throughout ten dollars of copied
notes.
Second, there is "the cut of mystery."
You have no idea where it came from,
how long it has been there, but two things
are always certain — you have blood
stains all over your pants and although
there was no pain prior to your discovery,
you are in pain now.
Third, there is the gash, "to the bone,"
or "YIKES!!! I'm really bleeding" cut. You
have either seen 'em or felt 'em, and ex
perience tells me, the best method to
achieve this cut is to use an X-Acto blade
with absolutely no concern for personal
safety.
Lastly (sort of), is the Intramural cut.
This particular gash seems to be re-opened
by an opposing team member every week
and as a result, never heals until the
semester is over.
However, if these little inconveniences
happen to someone else, make certain you
are prepared to lend a helping hand.
First and foremost, upon witnessing an
accident, try to hold in laughter with con
torted expressions and head shaking.
Afterwords, apologize saying that you
were not laughing at them, it was just that
you remembered a funny incident at the
same time.

In extremely ecstatic situations, further
the laughter by "helping" — for example,
assisting to clean a stain by wetting a cloth
and smearing the blood elsewhere. Maybe
relate your past painful occurances em
phasizing that yours were MUCH worse
by comparison. Tell them that adding salt
to a cut is the best remedy to a speedy
recovery.
Most importantly, always have a good
story. Nobody will give you sympathy if
you lack creativity.

Toilet Talk
by Harry Hadjian
You're sitting in a small stall in
some serenely peaceful campus
lavatory, pants down about your
ankles, reading the latest Off-Beat sec
tion and marveling at how brilliant
and humorous the writers are (OffBeat articles read better in the
bathroom). Perfumed gasses fill the air
and pierce the somber atmosphere
like a sharp bite into tin foil.
Time seems frozen for an instant as
you wonder just who made that
heinous, yet all too sweetly familiar
stench you've come to expect in such
a place. Although you can't see them
from your enclosed perch, your olfac
tory senses tell you there are definitely
others in your presence. An im
mediate bond is fashioned as your
fellow bathroom brethren engage in
idle chat through the walls and share
the best of the graffitti from their
respective stalls.
A very poignant "I — therefore I
am" catches your eye. Ah yes, Plato
has been here. Then there's the tradi
tional stab at fraternity guys, and oh
yes, the number of some poor girl who
supposedly can do it while standing
on her head. (God, better write this
one down!)
You're just about done when a look

HARRY'S HALF DOZEN

Top WBG Hazing Violations
Currently Under Investigation
1. Forced girls to watch Larry Storch Film Festival six times.
2. Made girls go to the bathroom separately.
3. Forced girls to wear clothes that clashed.
4. Mandatory Implants.
5. No Sundae Bar for the semester.
6. Forced girls to mentally undress Herve Villechaize (Tattoo).

J\i£ FAR SKJE

Deer vandals

of extreme horror fills your face and
as you cast a terrified glance to your
left your worst fears are confirmed.
There's no toilet paper!!! What to do?
You ask the guy next to you for some
extra paper but you know this is
futile. Guys thrive on this moment.
"Yeah 1 got some extra," he yells, "on
ly cost you a dollar a sheet buddy."
It's an unwritten law of the
brethren to never aid the fool who sits
down before looking. You look for a
substitute but alas there is nothing.
Can't use the Vista 'cause the ink
smears so badly. What to do?? You
consider doing the old duck waddle
down to the far stall that you know
for sure is unoccupied, but the
humiliation just isn't worth it.
Suddenly a miracle interrupts your
twisted thoughts as the. guy next to
you loses his grip on the loose roll of
paper he had been taunting you with
and it rolls into your stall. You praise
all mighty Allah for divine interven
tion and finish your job. Promises of
free six packs and Laker tickets
abound from the guy next to you in
return for a sheet or two. You chuckle
as you exit.
Than you toss him an old Vista —
you now the one with the Simply Red
preview . . . "Here use this, it's just as
good."

"Oh, look, this get better... 'F' in historyl You
even flunk something not happen yet!"

by

GANY LARSON

Bird cellars
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USD Lacrosse Beats
UCLA In Overtime
by Gary Haydock
The U.S.D. Lacrosse team in its' first
league game defeated U.C.L.A. by a score
of 14-13. Despite U.C.L.A. being heavily
favored before the game, U.S.D. played
hard and came away with their first league
victory.
U.S.D. started off very strong scoring 5
goals to U.C.L.A.'s 2 goals in the first
quarter. However, U.C.L.A. rallied back
in the second quarter making the score
U.C.L.A. 8, U.S.D. 6 going into halftime.
In the second half each team exchanged
numerous goals and with 1 minute and 20
seconds left in the game the team found
itself down by three goals with the score
being U.C.L.A. 13, U.S.D. 10.
At this point in the game the outlook
was bleak, but the team prevailed scoring
3 goals in the last minute and 20 seconds,
trying the score at 13 sending the game in
to overtime.
Overtime in Lacrosse is much like over
time in football in that it is a sudden death
overtime. Meaning that the first team to
score in overtime wins. With two minutes
left in the first overtime Andrew Hummel
scored the tiebreaking goal to give U.S.D.
its' first league victory against what could
be their hardest league game.
This victory places U.S.D. in first place

La Jolla Limousine
Service

Spring Ball
$40 per hour/2 hr. min.
The finest in
Chauffered Limousines
1540 Virginia Way, La Jolla, CA 92037

459-5891

in the West Coast Lacrosse League (Div.
II, Southern Conference) with only three
league games remaining.
The scoring went as follows: Andy
Hummel had 5 goals. Marc Carlson scored
4 goals and Stu Purnell scored 3 goals. Bert
Benvenuti and Gary Haydock each had 1
goal and 2 assists while A1 Stamatakis and
Gerard Leonard each had an assist.
In looking for outstanding players in
this key victory one comes to the realiza
tion that no one player stood out from the
rest, rather it was an entire team perfor
mance.
Credit must also go to coaches Tom
Lombardi and Mark Reardon who
through their hard work and determina
tion gave the team the inspiration and
dedication the team has lacked until now.
A special thanks also goes out to faculty
advisor Fr. Mullen who has persistently
backed the team since its formation.
The team now looks anxiously to their
second league game against Occidental
college this Sunday at 1:00 on the soccer
field. We hope that anyone interested in
Lacrosse will come watch and support the
team in what looks to be their most suc
cessful season thus far.

Baseball Drops
Three
The USD Torero baseball team lost
three games in a four game series last
week.
The first game was on Tuesday, at
home. The Toreros dropped one to San
Diego State 6-4. Parris Sorianello, Chuck
Graham, and Scott Kawall all had home
runs in the losing effort. Pat Fitzsimons
was the starting pitcher, with Mike Newby
and Mark Manor pitching relief.
The Toreros then traveled to Point
Loma. USD topped Pt. Loma 10-8. Both
Chris Bwy and Parris Sorianello had three
runs off of two hits. Dave Rolls and Rick
Doane also added to the effort by con
tributing three runs and two RBI's.
USD rapped up the series with a double
header at Cal-State Los Angeles. The
Toreros lost both contests 11-7 and 4-1.
Mark Trafton went three for four with
one run and one RBI in the 11-7 loss.

Travel cheap
this summer...

FULL TIME
STUDENTS
We Have Excellent
Auto Insurance Rates
For Qualified Students
call

279-5955

D'AGNESSA INSURANCE
AGENCY
7841 BALBOA AVE. STE. 215
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111

Call us for lowest
student prices

•
•
•
•

London s499.
Frankfurt s499.
Hong Kong s690.
Rio s769.
• Auckland s779.

All fares from West Coast

COUNCIL TRAVEL

270-6401

Torero Basketball's
Regular Season Closes

photo by Rob Gannon

Senior forward Marty Munn (30)
scored 58 points in two games,
by Chris Orr
The USD Toreros finished their
regular season play with a stunning
upset over Pepperdine Thursday night
and an exciting but heartbreaking loss
to Loyola Marymount on Saturday
night. USD completes their WCAC
play with 11-16 overall and 3-11 in
conference play.
Thursday night the Toreros surpris
ed Pepperdine with a win of 76-74 in
front of a crowd of 1,833. The first
half started out on par for the Toreros
but USD overcame a twelve point
deficit in the second and withheld
under pressure to win.
Seniors Jim Pelton and Marty
Munn combined with a variety of
freshmen to shoot 56 percent. Tough

defense stifled the Waves leading
scorer Tom Lewis to just 1 of 6 from
the floor. Munn led USD with 21
points while John Sayers hit 2 of 5
from the floor for ten points.
Whoa! What happened! Did USD
actually score over a hundred points
and lose? Well, that's what happened
in the Torero season finale against
Loyola Marymount. When the dust
settled in the wild west shootout the
score was LMU 141, USD 126.
It was a packed house of 2500 peo
ple who came to watch the rapid ex
change of baskets. USD actually led
for a while in the first half (32-23) with
10:54 remaining. The Lions closed the
lead and then tied the game at 36 in
little over a minute.
At halftime the score was 72-62
which the Lions expanded by 18
when the game resumed. From there
it was just shoot the ball and run
down to the other end of the court
and watch them shoot it in. With six
minutes remaining Marty Munn cut
the Lion lead to 119-109 but LMU
came back with 13 straight points to
shut USD down for good.
Four USD players got career highs
in the shootout. Munn with 37
points. Efrem Leonard scored 28, 18
from Dondi Bell and Kelvin Means
got 14. With their seventh place finish
in the WCAC, USD will play second
place St. Mary's on Saturday in
the opening round of the conference
tournament.

USD Crew Opens Season
by Tom Morton
The crew races are finally here! After
months of vigorous practice, the USD
rowing team is ready to race. The season
premiere will begin at 8:00 am this Satur
day, March 5th. We will row in Tecolote
Channel in Mission Bay. Cal Poly will be
our competition.
It is not necessary that you be there at
exactly 8:00. If something delays your ap
pearance, like sleep, do not worry. The
meet lasts until about noon and people are
welcome at any time. Come spend your
Saturday on the beach watching us row.
Those of you who have never seen a crew
team race can check it out since it is only
five miles away. The worst that can hap

pen is you'l get a tan, so come out and see
us row.
The races are 2000 meters in length and
take about six minutes each. The boats to
be raced will be in pairs (two person
shells), fours, and the big eight man shells.
This sport requires extreme precision mat
ched with strength and endurance.
It has been called the gentlemans' sport,
and in keeping with this tradition, the
loser takes his shirt off and give it to the
winner.
The competition is tough, but our new
rowers are strong and our varsity team is
looking better than ever. With your sup
port, we will have a great team. Come out
and spend some time in the sun and help
support your USD crew team.

AS Community Service
-announces it's annual

SENIOR CITIZEN'S
OUTREACH
WEEKEND
This Weekend
ORIENTATION will

be at 7:00 tonight, UC103-AB
Reach Out To The Linda Vista Neighborhood
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SPORTSTALK

College Sports: Do The Athletes Get A Fair Shake?
by Marty Sanders
Sports Editor
In recent years, the popularity of college
sports has increased dramatically. The
revenue brought in through ticket sales
and television rights has risen at an equal
ly astounding rate. Many feel, however,
that the college athletes, the center of this
financial tidal wave, are getting a raw deal.
College athletes are forbidden to receive
any form of financial compensation, ex
cept for scholarship aid. This rule is based
on the practice of "Laundry Money."
In the old days, schools were allowed to
give their athletes money (about five
dollars a week) to do their laundry. The
National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) found out that some schools
were giving athletes enough laundry
money to buy luxury items such as expen
sive cars. These schools would also offer
top recruits thousands of dollars of "laun
dry money" to sign letters of intent. These
letters were promises by the athletes that
they would go to a certain school.
Many people feel that it is time to give
back some of the benefits the college
athletes have given us.
The plan, which has been proposed
several time in the last five to ten years, is
to give the athletes a monthly stipend for
playing sports. This money would help
them to supplement their income, since
most college athletes, though not on
scholarship, have no time to work.
Their plan will give the athletes a larger
share of the take than they have been
receiving.
The most common argument for a sti
pend plan is that paying athletes will
relieve some of the pressure involved in
modern college sports.
College sports today are a big money
business. It has gone beyond pure com
petition into a world where the bottom
line is the profit line. Today, television
networks practically control when and
where a game will be played. One need on
ly to look at the new corporate names on

USD Golf
Finishes Strong
In Tourney
by Frank Cates
On February 22, at Western Hills Coun
try Club in Chino, California, the USD
Golf Team participated in a 12 team field.
The USD team, led by junior Geoff Dean
finished tied for 6th place.
This 36 hole event was won by Cal State
Long Beach with a total score of 594. Pepperdine, the WCAC champions last year,
placed 2nd in the tournament with a total
of 603 for the two rounds.
Geoff Dean's brilliant 69 in the first
round of play left him tied for first place in
the individual's leaders board, but gave
way with an 81 in the 2nd round. Dean
was the low scorer for USD with his ex
cellent score of 150.
Senior John Schabacker had a fine 152;
followed closely by sophomore Rick
Schultz's 156. Freshman Tom Shea had a
total of 158, and junior Steve Zweber
rounded out USD's team with a good 162.
Dean's round of 69 was highlighted by
his eagle 2 on the 385 yard 4th hole of
Western Hills' beautiful layout when his
nine iron shot hit just past the pin and
spun back into the hole.

some of our favorite bowl games, such as
the Sea World Holiday Bowl, to see how
important a factor money has become.
Between ticket sales and television
revenues, colleges can make a lot of
money. "The average amount (of money)
is hard to figure out because of how the
different conferences share the wealth,"
said John Kasser, Director of Public Rela
tions for the College Football Association
(CFA), "but I would estimate the amount
to be approximately $500,000 per game
per conference." College football sure has
come a long way.
Individual athletes feel additional
pressure, above and beyond the pressure
to win. At big conference schools (and
some smaller ones) such as Iowa or
Nebraska, college sports are an all year
around program. The participants must
train hard in the off-season in order to
maintain peak performance.
These same athletes are asked by the
schools to carry full course loads while
playing. They must also have a certain
GPA in order to be eligible. The combina
tion of stress from the administration,
coaches, and teachers can push a lot of
young athletes to the breaking point. Add
to this the. need to support themselves
would be too much for anyone to handle.
Most people assume that scholarships
would help take away some of the
pressure. The sad fact is that fewer than 25
percent of college athletes receive scholar
ship aid. What's worse is that a lot of
schools do not even allow their athletes to
work, whether or not they have scholar
ships. This deprives them of a way to
suport themselves.
In our league, as in all others, there are
restrictions on scholarship aid. "Division
III teams have no scholarships," said Don
Ott, Assistant Commissioner of the
WCAC, "and Division I teams have
limitations." An example of these limita
tions is Division I baseball, which is only
allowed 13 scholarships out of an average
roster of 26 players.

According to Rick Evrard, Director of
Legal Services for the NCAA, how the
schools (or conferences) divide up their
revenues is completely up to them. "They
(the schools) make the choices concerning
where the money goes," said Evrard.
As far as I can see, there is a large,
money-making organization (the colleges)
that seems to be ignoring the small players
in their game (the athletes). With this kind
of high pressure and big money flying
around, it is no wonder that we see
another scandal almost every month.
These scandals usually involve colleges
who illegally pay their athletes, or athletes
who succumbed to the pressure.
Our own conference has not been
shaken by any recent scandals. "There has
been no recent illegal activity discovered
in the WCAC," said Ott.
Opponents to the stipend plan say that
paying college athletes would, in a sense,
turn the college scene into a smaller ver
sion of pro sports, Not only would it cor
rupt the pure competitive environment
which now exists, but it would enable the
schools with big budgets to get the best
athletes.
Ott agrees with the latter point. "A pay-

Torera Tennis Loses To SDSU
In their only action of the week, the
Torera tennis team lost a heartbreaker to San Diego State 5-4 to
snap a three match win streak and
even their record at 4-4 on the season.
San Diego State is ranked 18th in
the nation. Coach Stevens felt that
the match slipped away at the end,
due in part to the large crowd.
"I feel we have the better team,"
said Stevens, "but we are not used to
playing in front of large crowds."
USD won three of the six single
matches, but could only take one of

the doubles battles.
Number one singles player Jennifer
Larkin won 6-4, 4-6, 6-1. Tonya Fuller
remained undefeated in singles play
by winning at number three singles
7-6, 7-5, and Christy Drage won at
number five 6-2, 7-5.
Laura Gonzalez and Kelley Jewell
were the Toreras lone point in
doubles play, winning at third
doubles 6-2, 6-3.
The Toreras have three matches at
home this week, including Pepperdine
on Saturday at 1:30 pm and Sunday
versus North Carolina at 11 am.

USD Softball Goes 3-3
The USD Softball team started its
season by winning three of its first six
games.
The Toreras started their season by los
ing twice to UC Riverside, 12-3 and 5-1. In
the second game, Lisa Ziomkowski was
the losing pitcher.
USD recorded its first
win against
Loyola Marymount with a 13-2 victory.
Andrea Clark, Lori Marconi, Kearin Mur
ray, Jamie Ferl, and Ziomkowski each had

two RBI's.
The Toreras lost the second one to
LMU 10-2 with Martin getting the loss.
USD then swept a double header from
Occidental 6-2 and 21-10.
In the second game, the story was the
hitting and the walks; USD had 14 of
each. Ziomkowski had three hits, four
RBI's and scored four runs.
So the Toreras have another busy week
ahead of them, with four doubleheaders
scheduled, including three at home.

ment plan would not be to our (WCAC)
benefit," said Ott, "It would be too much
of a strain on our smaller schools."
Despite that obvious problem, I still sup
port the creation of a stipiend plan. Any
proposal which would remove some of the
pressure felt by our college athletes, as this
one would, could only improve the quality
of play. An athlete would be able to con
centrate on improving his or her perfor
mance instead of worrying about how
they will pay their bill.
I think that the big schools today get the
best athletes because of superior programs.
A stipend plan would not change this very
much. It would, however, have to be
structured in a way which would be fair
for all schools, no matter what size. It
would also need to be closely watched
over to prevent abuses.
I enjoy watching college sports as much
as anyone. I think their success is well
deserved. However, I hope that the
NCAA and the various college ad
ministrations do not forget the debt they
owe to the individual players. A stipend
plan would allow players to focus on their
game, which would make it more en
joyable for all.

Torera B-Ball
Takes Third
In WCAC

With conference wins over Pepperdine
and Loyola Marymount this weekend, the
USD's women's bSsketball team improved
its record to 12-15 overall and 8-5 in the
WCAC, good for sole possession of third
place.
The Toreras have now won four games
in a row going into the final week of the
season. USD whipped Pepperdine 73-53,
then knocked off LMU 66-63 to complete
a season sweep over the two L.A. schools.
Karen Skemp had her best game yet
against the Waves, with a career high 30
points and 12 rebounds. She became only
the fifth woman in school history to score
over 30 points in a game. Jane Gilpin add
ed 12 points and five assists as USD hit
57.4 percent from the floor. Pepperdine hit
just 34.7 percent.
The next night it was Gilpin's turn to
lead the way as the senior finished with 15
points, 6 rebounds, and 5 assists. Paula
Mascari added 12 points, while Candida
Echeverria and Molly Hunter added 10
points apiece.
Seniors Skemp and Gilpin have two
more games to improve themselves on the
all-time lists at USD.
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Square Pan IM
Players Of The Week

This week's Square Pan IM Players
of the Week are Will Polimadei and
Donna Lagana. Polimadei had about
the best day one can have on a softball field. At the plate, he went 3 for 3
with two towering homeruns over the
right field fence. In the field, all he did
was climb the fence to rob an oppo
nent of an apparent homerun.
Lagana is a player who probably
should have won this award sooner.
Already this year she has racked up 4
triples and a homerun while playing

for the #1 ranked Ballbangers. On
the football field, she is also clearly
one of the dominant female players.

Don't miss out on your chance for a
pizza and a t-shirt! Remember to
check the board in front of Serra Hall
or the one in the Outdoor Adventures
office on Monday afternoon. If your
picture is there, go to the Sports
Center by Tuesday at 6:00 pm to
claim your prize. If you wait to read
about it in the Vista it will be too late.

EEEdith Drops A.I.A.
In IM Polo

EEEdith's Wet Spot, this year's
Cinderella water polo team, pulled off a
big upset Friday, defeating second ranked
A.I.A., 14-13 in overtime. A.I.A.,
without the services of ace goalie Wade
Walker, was forced to change their normal
style. Still, A.I.A. jumped out to an early
8-2 lead, but EEEdith came back slowly
and took a 12-11 lead with two and a half
minutes left. Then, reverting to their
"Dean Smith" four corners offense,
EEEdith managed aji open shot on goal,
which was scored by Tom "Romeo" Coen.
A.I.A. moved the ball down quickly and
Laura Czekanski tied the score at 13. In
overtime, Rick Keeley put in the winning
goal with seconds remaining to give
EEEdith the win.
The #1 ranked Killer Tsuami again

destroyed their opponent. This time it was
Sigma Chi falling 32-6. Nicki Lacey
poured in 16 points and Liz O'Gara added
8 for the Tsunami. Sigma Chi was led by
James Rotta with 4 goals.
4 Guys and 3 Girls had about the
same amount of trouble with Slippery
When Wet, as they dealt them a 25-5
thrashing. Ann Caro led the way with 12
points. For Slippery When Wet it was a
moral victory as they scored first, on a
goal by Quint Goodrich.
J.W. and the All-Stars came close to a
shutout, but not quite close enough, in a
36-2 dumping of the Free Agents. Leisa
Hagen had a season high 20 points for the
victors, and Gail Newman added 12. For
the Free Agents, only Kristina Klausen
could save them from being shutout.

It's Volleyball Playoff Time
In the final week of the regular season, the Groove Pounders were severely tested by
the unheralded Sandies but finally prevailed 15-10, 11-15, 15-10. The #1 ranked team
consists of captain John Pagliuso and co-captains Tim Storm, Grant King, Jim George,
and Mike Corfield.
Elsewhere, Sigma Nu blasted Roof U 15-3, 15-10. Larry Getz had 9 kills, Greg Moll
had 7 aces, and Matt Brown added 3 kills for the victors. John Claridy led Roof U with
4 kills and 5 aces. Men of Poltz wiped up Sigma Chi 15-11, 15-8 in what amounted to
a side-out party. Jeff Lake and John Sperazzo led the victors.
In Womens play, Get a Grip squared off against We Dig Balls in a likely preview of
the championship game. This time at least, Get A Grip squeaked by 15-12, 15-13.
Jackie Cepe had 5 kills and 5 aces for We Dig Balls.
The playoffs will be held Saturday and below is the latest line now available at all
finer betting parlors:
Mens A League
Odds
Comment
Team
Men of Poltz
2-1
Ignore the rankings, This is the team to beat
Groove Pounders
5-2
Undefeated and the main competition
3-1
The epitome of an untested team
Lictor From Above
5-1
Tend to fold in the clutch
Sigma Nu
10-1
Chance to surprise a team or two
Sandies
Roof U
50-1
A "B" league team without Pat Hogan
Sigma Chi
100-1
Most likely to forfeit

Beer Hunters
Schlongduckers
Free Agents

3-1
10-1
50-1

Mens B League
Leading candidate for "Sandbagger of the Year"
Award
Will have plenty of time to drink Saturday
Team name is biggest plus
Don't ask for arbitration next year.

Get A Grip
We Dig Balls
Hit and Run
Go Getters

4-5
9-5
4-1
15-1

Womens League
Have tight hold on t-shirts
Capable of upsetting top team
Will hit a few before it's time to run home
Could end season winless

Joy Division

1-5

Bad Weather Can't Stop
Co'Rec Football
With weather conditions that only an
Easterner could love, Co-Rec Football's
third week saw a mixed bag of games. Ear
ly every game was a nail-biter, but as the
day went on, it was blow-out city.
In the opener, Full F.L.A.F.T. proved
to be only partially F.L.A.F.T. as they
scored their first victory 14-0 over the
Muffs. Charlie Goldberg's second half
touchdown passes to Kevin Carlin and
Tony Petricca were the difference in this
one.
Delta Sigma Pi and Stupid Fresh
Ethnix squared off in a barn burner. Jeff
Newber threw five touchdown passes and
Donna Lagana played some tough foot
ball for Rob Sporl's team. On the other
side, Anthony Eros interception return
for a score almost gave Stupid Fresh
Ethnix the win. However, Delta Sigma
Pi finished on top 32-26.
In a battle of ranked teams, Word-Up
Wrecking Crew stayed #1 with a 22-14
victory over Sigma Pi. Paul Leonard,
despite some dropped passes, was once

again the key to victory. For Sigma Pi, it
was Katey Potts and Jeff Barker who did
the scoring.
The close games continued as Tom Shea
and the Schlongduckers took the field.
Shea threw for one score and then return
ed an interception for another as the
Schlongduckers got in the win column
12-6 over the Champs. Again only one
score was seperating winner from loser.
Then there was Gadker Did EEEdith
vs the Lonnies, and there would be no
more close games today. John Abbate con
tinued to impress with two touchdown
catches and EEEdith stomped their
undermanned opponents 31-6.
The 69ers then threw a shutout at
Out-Ra-Geous 19-0. Bob Reisinger did it
on both ends of the field for the league's
#2 ranked team. Finally, Club T.L.
vented some frustration over their last se
cond defeat to the 69ers last week. The
unlucky receipients of this anger was
Violents and Violence who fell to Tom
Grace's team 39-6.

You Make The Call

EEEdith's Wet Spot: After Scott Little's team won their first water
polo game against the Free Agents, talk inevitably turned to rankings,
championships, dynasties, etc. Since EEEdith's Wet Spot went winless
in their first polo season, this talk was not taken very seriously to say the
least. In fact, EEEdith was listed as anywhere up to a 100-1 underdog in
their game against No. 2 ranked A.I.A. However, when this game was
over, EEEdith had a 14-13 overtime win, a little respect, and the award
for IM Miller Lite Team of the Week.
Pictured (from left to right): Doug Gadker, Rick Keeley, Holly Roloff,
Tom Coen, Kevin Little, Mike Loretta, Shawn Gilbertson, Emelie Tirre,
Scott Little, Mimi Mehrabi, and Dan Geiger.

This week, we are going to take a little
different approach with this column.
There has been much controversy on the
soccer field concerning the offsides ruling.
It is therefore appropriate to take this
space to give the NCAA definition of off
sides:
1) A player is in an offside position if
he is nearer to his opponents goal line
than the ball, unless he is in his own half
or there are at least two opponents closer
to their goal line than he is.
2) A player is offside and should be
penalized for being in an offside position
only if at the moment the ball is played by

a teammate he is interfering with play or
with an opponent or he is gaining an ad
vantage by being in that position.
3) A player is not offside merely by being
in an offside position, or if he receives the
ball directly from a goal kick, corner kick,
throw in, or drop ball.
Using the above as a guideline, the
Sweet Peas' Susie Peterson was not off
side immediately before Jeff Silver's gamewinning goal. The IM officials again prov
ed their knowledge of the rules while it
was also shown that what the average
player knows about game rules can be
written on the head of a pin.
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Co-Rec Softball
What looked to be the game of the week
in Co-Rec Softball turned out to be just
that as the Rec-ing Crew and Let's
Drink After battled to a 9-9 tie. The
Rec-ing Crew had only 3 women at
game time, and were forced to do battle
with only seven fielders. Even with this
handicap, the Rec-ing Crew jumped out
to a 7-0 lead after two innings behind the
hitting of Brent Shaffer and Die Doumanian. At that point, Let's Drink After
pieced their way back with 3 runs in the
third and two runs in each, the fourth and
sixth innings to tie the game at seven.
After the Rec-ing Crew added two in
the top of the seventh, Let's Drink
After retaliated again with two of their
own. A strong throw by Kathy Whitaker
nipped Tom Grace at the plate to prevent
a Drinker's victory.
In the other games, the #1 ranked
Ballbangers disposed of the Litter Box
in championship fashion, 11-0. Rob Sporl
and Susanne Thiebach had perfect days at
the plate as the top team moved to 4-0.
Ranked #2 this week, Better Buy the
Case, had some trouble with a good Feel
This team. Better Buy managed only
eight hits, to Feel This' ten, but Better
Buy made the most of them in a 5-3 vic
tory. Gerard Leonard led the victors.
Sigma Chi faced the AKPsi Pleasure
Machine and showed why they were
previously a top five team. Larry Getz
went 4 for 4 and hit for the cycle as Sigma
Chi spanked AKPsi 7-0.
Beef and Buns, needing a victory to
stay in the playoff picture, matched up
with Dixie Rect II. Beef and Buns
came out smoking as they collected 11
runs in just four at-bats to trounce Dixie
Rect II, 11-1. Paul Foy and Paul Smigliani
each had 3 for 3 days in this one, as Beef
and Buns moved to 2-2.
The upset of the day came from Al's
Coholics, who knocked off Barb Come
Back by a score of 7-2. This team, com
prised entirely of freshmen, came out fir
ing and jumped out to a 4-0 lead behind
the hitting of Jim Gardner and Tracy
Kline^

IM Distinctions
February 22'28

MENS SOFTBALL - A LEAGUE
Game of the Week:

MENS TENNIS — A LEAGUE
Match of the Week:

EEEdith vs Uncle Wiggley's

John Freese vs Don Morris

Team of the Week:

Player of the Week:

EEEdith

Mark Diver

Player of the Week:
Willy Polimadei (PP Bailers)

MENS SOFTBALL - B LEAGUE
Game of the Week:
Liquor and Poker vs Dickie's Domers

Team of the Week:
Guys With Big Sticks

Player of the Week:

MENS TENNIS - B LEAGUE
Match of the Week:
Rick Apel vs Terry Nicholas

Player of the Week:
Paul Huch

WOMENS TENNIS
Match of the Week:

Dan Bailey (Guys With Big Sticks)

Denise Alberto vs. Erica Olin

CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game of the Week:

Player of the Week:

Rec-ing Crew vs Let's Drink

Team of the Week:
Al's Coholics

Male Player of the Week:
Paul Smigliani (Beef and Buns)

Female Player of the Week:
Tracy Kline (Al's Coholics)

CO-REC SOCCER
Game of the Week:
Sweet Peas vs More Goals Than U

Team of the Week:
Hungover Butt Luvin' It

Male Player of the Week:
Mark Fenick (More Goals)

Female Player of the Week:

Kym Piekunka

MENS VOLLEYBALL
Match of the Week:
Groove Pounders vs Sandies

Team of the Week:
Sandies

Player of the Week:
John Sperazzo (Men of Poltz)

WOMENS VOLLEYBALL
Match of the Week:
Get A Grip vs We Dig Balls

Team of the Week:
Get A Grip

Player of the Week:

Kelly Finnegan (Legion of Doom)

Joanne Cushman (We Dig Balls)

CO-REC FOOTBALL
Game of the Week:

WATER POLO
Game of the Week:

Delta Sigma Pi vs Stupid Fresh Ethnix

Team of the Week:

EEEdith vs A.l.A.

Team of the Week:

Full F.L.A.F.T.

Male Player of the Week:

EEEdith's Wet Spot

Male Player of the Week:

Tom Shea (Schlongduckers)

Scott Little (EEEdith)

Female Player of the Week:

Female Player of the Week:

Katey Potts (Sigma Pi)

Leisa Hagen (J.W. and the All-Stars)

IM Play Of The Week
It was the top of the fourth inning and
the P.P. Bailers were leading the Softball
game 3-0. Rick Storch led off for Up Your
Assets with a deep drive to centerfield
that had homerun written all over it.
Centerfielder Will Polimadei went back to

the fence, reached up, and made the runsaving catch. Polimadei would later hit
two homeruns of his own, but it was the
one he took away that was the IM Play of
the Week.

IM Tennis Action
There were no surprises as IM Tennis
entered its third week of action. With top
seeds Chad Yim and Dave Bernauer
both winning due to default, the attention
shifted to third seeded Tim Storm who
faced his first test against John Abbott.
Storm rolled through the first set 6-1
before Abbott got his game going. Abbott
led 4-1 in the second set when Storm
recovered just enough to pull out the
tiebreak victory.
Mark Diver continued to impress as
he completely demolished John Fedor
6-2, 6-0 to set up a much awaited match
against Storm this week. The dark horse
in this league may very well be Larry
Getz who for the second week needed
very little time to dispose of his opponent.
This time it was Eric Dome who had ab
solutely no chance in this 6-0, 6-0
thrashing.
The B-league also offered no surprises as
all seeded players scored easy victories.
Top seeded Mike Hedrick had very little
trouble ousting David French 6-3, 6-1.
The victory virtually sealed a playoff spot
for Hedrick. Allan Johnson is also 3-0 as
he rolled to a 6-1, 6-0 victory over Mark
Frederick, and he has yet to be tested.
That test could possibly come from #5
Rick Apel who was cruising along before
struggling slightly enroute to a 6-2, 7-6
decision over Terry Nicholas. Paul
Fluch rebounded from last week's heart
break loss with a convincing 6-1, 6-2 whip
ping of Mark Fenick.
The women had no matches lasting
more than two sets and all the victories
were decisive. Top seeded Denise Alber
to got off to a slow start before coasting to
a 6-4, 6-0 win over previously unbeaten
Erica Olin. Alison Jones rebounded
from last week's upset loss to score a
decisive 6-0, 6-2 decision over Laura
Evans. Rounding out the action was
Kim Piekunka who dismantled
Viargaret Wallace 6-1, 6-0.

Midnight Bowling Returns
March 18 — Don't Miss It!
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